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Cuba
Soldier of Fortune
Congressional Record Index
Paradise Lost is an epic poem in twelve books, in English heroic verse without
rhyme, by John Milton (C. P. P.) and was published in 1667. The subject is the fall of
man, and the expulsion from Paradise.

Two American Crusades
This text provides a balanced analysis of geopolitics and geoeconomics and their
interrelationship. Its presentation combines a theoretical approach with both
historical and contemporary perspectives in order to comprehensively depict the
evolution of the global political economy. The author critically examines the
interdependent relations among industrialized countries as well as the dependent
relations between industrialized and less developed countries.

Angler
Dissenting intellectuals analyze the collision of military neoliberalism with the
politics of the spectacle.

The Cinema of Sean Penn
When Malcolm spots an advertisement for Mystic Mack's Grow A Ghost, he jumps
at the chance to have a butler ghost to do his chores and homework, and spy on
his sister--but soon things start to go wrong, and this ghost proves difficult to get
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Israfax
The long-awaited exposé of 9/11 and Peak Oil - by the "Godfather of 9/11
research."

The Rhetoric of Terrorism and Counterterrorism
Glasgow, Past and Present
Fundamentals of Force Planning
Afflicted Powers
Reagan, Bush, and Right-wing Politics
The World & I
Includes history of bills and resolutions.

The Struggle for Peace in Central America
Employing an analytic construct known as a comparative, foreign-policy analysis
framework, the author compares substantive changes in U.S. foreign policy and
international politics at two crucial junctures in American history: post-WWII period
in which the Cold War began altering U.S. foreign policy for the subsequent fiftyyears period versus post 9/11 attacks on the U.S. The volume's framework lends
itself to a multi-causal view of foreign policy including multiple theories and
permits readers to determine what theories best explain changes in U.S. foreign
policy. The volume provides a conceptual definition of foreign policy and examines
external inputs, societal, governmental and individual and role inputs to U.S.
foreign policy. For those interested in a comprehensive analysis of post-9/11 U.S.
foreign policy.

Congressional Record
Terrorism, 2002-2004
Hydra of Carnage
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Making Sense of Proxy Wars
The Rebellion Record: A Diary of American Events
Using the responses of the Reagan and Nixon administrations to terrorism as case
studies, this treatise prescribes "democratic rhetoric" as the most strategic
counterterrorist response available.

Soviet Analyst
War Without End
The Rebellion Record
How terrorism is portrayed by the news media, and thus perceived by the public, is
directly linked to government's foreign policy goals. Steven Livingston
demonstrates the complex interactions among the press, the public, and political
actors in illuminating a policymaking process that relies on image management as
one strategy in achieving policy objectives–not just in combating terrorism but also
in handling other foreign policy problems.

The Terrorism Spectacle
New York Times bestselling author of The Word Shipmates and contributor to NPR’s
“This American Life” Sarah Vowell embarks on a road trip to sites of political
violence, from Washington DC to Alaska, to better understand our nation’s everevolving political system and history.

U.S. Foreign Policy and International Politics
On the cutting edge of current research on surrogacy and proxy warfare

The Hydra of Carnage
Six-foot-one redhead Carlotta Carlyle, a former Boston cop and sometime Boston
cabbie, sets herself up as an independent private detective, ready to deal with
anything from lost pets to grand larcenies, taking on a case for genteel, elderly
spinster Margaret Devens to search for her missing brother, Eugene. Reprint.

The Graphic
Michael Schwartz gets behind the headlines, revealing the real dynamics of the
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Muslim India
The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of
the United States Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in session. The
Congressional Record began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to
1873 are recorded in The Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United
States (1789-1824), the Register of Debates in Congress (1824-1837), and the
Congressional Globe (1833-1873)

Choice
Paradise Lost
World Press Review
The landmark exposé of the most powerful and secretive vice president in
American history Barton Gellman shared the Pulitzer Prize in 2008 for a keenedged reckoning with Dick Cheney's domestic agenda in The Washington Post. In
Angler, Gellman goes far beyond that series to take on the full scope of Cheney's
work and its consequences, including his hidden role in the Bush administration's
most fateful choices in war: shifting focus from al Qaeda to Iraq, unleashing the
National Security Agency to spy at home, and promoting cruel and inhumane
methods of interrogation. Packed with fresh insights and untold stories, Gellman
parts the curtains of secrecy to show how the vice president operated and what he
wrought. An inspiration for the film Vice, starring Christian Bale, Amy Adams, and
Steve Carrell.

Department of Defense Fact Book
National Review
Here is the first in-depth analysis and comparison of U.S. policy in two seminal
conflicts of our recent history: the Cold War and the Global War on Terrorism.
Unlike previous publications, which deal with each conflict separately, Two
American Crusades treats the two as a seamless web, from the passions of the
medieval Crusades through the long twilight struggle of the Cold War to the
campaign against al Qaeda and ISIS stemming from the rise of radical political
Islam. National security and foreign policy professionals, members of the academic
community, and general readers alike will benefit from the insights revealed in this
book that exert a profound influence on current international affairs and America’s
role. Two American Crusades also illustrates why a peace dividend continues to
elude the United States. REVIEWS and WORDS OF PRAISE A history of American
foreign policy that is sweeping in scope and penetrating in its analysis. Two
American Crusades makes two original contributions. First, it surveys and
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compares America’s role in the Cold War and the Global War on Terrorism. Second,
it argues that U.S. policy was driven by a crusading impulse to promote its
democratic values around the world, incurring a high cost in blood, treasure, and
moral authority. Two Crusades concludes by stating that the war on terrorism is
veering away from the battlefield as America retrenches, re-evaluates its role in
the world, and pursues a less aggressive foreign policy. --Benjamin B. Fischer,
former Chief Historian of the Central Intelligence Agency A sweeping and valuable
examination of the America’s two momentous struggles since World War II—the
Cold War against the Soviet Union and the Global War on Terrorism against al
Qaeda and other networks. Dr. Leighton provides a sobering account of these
protracted conflicts and the legacies they left behind. --Seth G. Jones, Harold Brown
Chair at the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) and author of A
Covert Action: Reagan, the CIA, and the Cold War Struggle in Poland. A
meticulously researched and convincingly argued work that makes a major
contribution to our understanding of the past 75 years of American history. Many
have written about the Cold War and, separately, the Global War on Terrorism. Dr.
Leighton takes an innovative approach and treats the two as a seamless
continuum. --Igor Lukes, Professor of History and International Relations, Boston
University, and author of On the Edge of the Cold War: American Diplomats and
Spies in Postwar Prague. The demise of the Soviet Union dovetailed with the
advent of Islamic terrorism. Dr. Leighton expertly describes these conflicts,
provides experienced analyses about the past, and projects the difficulties ahead.
--Richard R. Valcourt, Editor-in-Chief Emeritus, International Journal of Intelligence
and CounterIntelligence Academe has long kept the Cold War and the Global War
on Terrorism in separate silos. Dr. Leighton breaks new ground by revealing the
nexus between the two crusades. She critiques a US strategy that defeated the
Soviet army in Afghanistan but left the Islamist fighters there free to wage a jihad
against the United States. The result was 9/11, which in turn triggered the Global
War on Terrorism. --Dr. Leif Rosenberger, Adjunct Professor at the Graduate School
of Public and International Affairs, University of Pittsburgh, former Chief Economist
at CENTCOM and PACOM, and author of Economic Statecraft and US Foreign Policy:
Reducing the Demand for Violence.

The international journal of intelligence and counterintelli
Although best known as an Academy Award winning actor, Sean Penn's directorial
works The Indian Runner (1991), The Crossing Guard (1995), The Pledge (2001),
and Into the Wild (2007), consist of some of the most interesting and singular films
made in the United States over the past twenty years. Each of Penn's directorial
films and much of the cinema he has acted in are set in an immediate past in
which a "stalled" time and a restricted locale apply narrative constraints. At the
same time, these films all feature a sophisticated web of intertextual relations,
involving actors, songs, books, films, and directors, and the political lineage to
which Penn belongs, which reveal the deep cultural structures that concern each
particular film.

Crossing the Rubicon
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This volume exposes the international linkages of terrorism, including analyses by
ranking members of U.S. enforcement agencies and text of the captured
documents and personal testimonies of former intelligence officials from the USSR,
Eastern Europe and Central America. It presents detailed information about the
operational principles, infrastructure, and international and regional coordination of
the terrorist networks, and their links with Narcotics International. Part I contains
essays by CIA director Wiliam J. Casey, author Claire Sterling, USIA Policy Officer
Herbert Romerstein and others on the international linkages of terrorism and other
low-intensity operations. Part II contains papers captured in Grenada and Lebanon;
interviews with former Soviet, East European, and Sandinista intelligence officials;
and minutes of conversations between PLO and Soviet leaders. ISBN
0-669-11135-X : $42.00; ISBN 0-669-11136-8 (pbk.) : $22.95.

The Middle East
A Trouble of Fools
The Family Library of Poetry and Song
Assassination Vacation
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